Among the most important providers of integrated computer systems in
Romania, CRIsoft remains the most stable company on the IT&C
market, with over 25 years of activity. During this time, it has always
been in the top of the largest national software companies.
Established in 1991, CRIsoft has gained extensive experience in the
analysis, design, development and implementation of integrated
software solutions, while the company’s motto "Software that thinks"
has managed to impose a new approach in this field.
The CRIsoft team, which has over 100 employees, external
collaborators, subcontractors and partners, defines itself as dynamic,
experienced and creative.
CRIsoft's products and services, as well as the constant concern to
know the needs of customers, to optimize their business processes and
even to impose new standards in certain industries, have contributed to
maintaining a large portfolio of important clients from various fields of activity.
Dynamism and creativity
are the words that characterize us

Middle/Senior
System Engineer & Oracle Database Administrator
Brașov (preferably)/București/Cluj/Tg. Mureș

We are looking for a Mid-Senior System Engineer and Oracle Database Administrator with experience in setting up,
developing and technical maintenance of standard, virtual and cloud infrastructures.

Responsibilities:
Work within agile teams to develop and maintain applications;
Contribute to deployment and configuration of new software components releases;
Product deployment and performance monitoring in client environments;
Contribute to building a secure, resilient and scalable infrastructure for the software components of the product;
Design and implement adjustments of the continuous delivery pipelines, including continuous integration, continuous
delivery and automated environment provisioning;
Configure, deploy and maintain internal tools used in Continuous Integration and Deployment pipelines (Jenkins);
Perform system monitoring & alerting, verifying the integrity and availability of all hardware, server resources and
software components, reviewing system and application logs;
Design and implement a backup and recovery strategy;
Provide on-call support duties for application servers (if requested);
Interact, develop, and communicate with groups on all levels of the project team; work with development, QA,
architecture and project management teams to streamline the build-deploy-test cycle;
Promote a mindset of ‘everything as a service’, self-service for the team.
Required skills:
Strong knowledge of Linux administration/engineering on the following distributions: Ubuntu Debian, Redhat and/or
CentOS, Oracle Linux, Amazon Linux;

Solid experience in database design and management of Oracle Database 11 and 12 versions; the ideal candidate should
have experience to install oracle database on Linux and Windows, optimize the database performance, implement
continuous monitoring software and implement and test database backup and restore strategies;
Experience with web and application servers – installing, configuring, troubleshooting and securing against known
vulnerabilities (Apache HTTP Server, Apache Tomcat, Apache Proxy etc.);
Proven work-experience with configuration management systems and deployment automation tools (Jenkins, Git,
Subversion, etc.);
In-depth knowledge of few scripting technologies: Shell, Bash, Perl, Batch, Python;
Good Oracle SQL and PL/SQL programming knowledge;
Knowledge of networking fundamentals (a background in network administration or engineering would be helpful);
Experience developing and managing virtualized environments (Vmware, Windows Hyper-V), including networking and
security;
Experience working with multiple teams in an Agile setup;
A willingness to learn new technologies and a spirit of collaboration and transparent communication.
Nice to have:
Proven experience of a cloud-based solution – compute, storage, networking, implement DevOps on Amazon AWS,
Google Compute or Azure;
Good experience with configuration management systems (Puppet, Foreman, Ansible, Salt);
Experience with containerization (Docker) and orchestration (Kubernetes) technologies;
Familiarity with load balancing solutions, firewalls, proxy servers, APIs gateways etc..

Apply now!
Human Resources Department
hr@crisoft.ro
Please specify the name of the job and location for which you apply in the subject of the message.
www.crisoft.ro

